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Abstract—Despite recent progress, computational visual aesthetic is still challenging. Image cropping, which refers to the
removal of unwanted scene areas, is an important step to improve
the aesthetic quality of an image. However, it is challenging to
evaluate whether cropping leads to aesthetically pleasing results
because the assessment is typically subjective. In this paper, we
propose a novel cascaded cropping regression (CCR) method
to perform image cropping by learning the knowledge from
professional photographers. The proposed CCR method improves
the convergence speed of the cascaded method, which directly
uses random-ferns regressors. In addition, a two-step learning
strategy is proposed and used in the CCR method to address the
problem of lacking labelled cropping data. Specifically, a deep
convolutional neural network (CNN) classifier is first trained
on large-scale visual aesthetic datasets. The deep CNN model
is then designed to extract features from several image cropping
datasets, upon which the cropping bounding boxes are predicted
by the proposed CCR method. Experimental results on public
image cropping datasets demonstrate that the proposed method
significantly outperforms several state-of-the-art image cropping
methods.
Index Terms—Image cropping, cascaded cropping regression,
convolutional neural network, random-ferns regressor.

I. I NTRODUCTION
OMPUTATIONAL image understanding consists of not
only image classification, object detection, object tracking and other popular computer vision tasks, but also semantic
inference of aesthetic from images. Computational inference
of aesthetic has a wide range of applications. Image aesthetics
can be used to recommend aesthetically pleasing images in an
image repository to users. General consumers or designers can
utilize the feedback from an automated aesthetic evaluation
system to improve decisions [1]. However, computational inference of image aesthetics remains a challenging task because
image aesthetics is highly subjective and difficult to represent
with precise mathematical explanations.
Although aesthetic measurement is subjective, some works
attempt to learn visual properties that make photographs
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Fig. 1: Illustration of the proposed CCR method to crop
aesthetic regions in two images. (a) Input images. (b) The
cropped images obtained by the proposed method. The black
regions are cut off by the proposed method.

aesthetically beautiful [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. For example,
in [2], color, texture and other low-level visual features are
extracted for training a two-class classification tree model
to predict the aesthetic quality of an image. Several recent
methods [3], [4], [7] have followed this scheme. Specifically,
different handcrafted features inspired by aesthetic experience
are first extracted. Machine learning models are then trained to
identify the visual properties of most relevance to the aesthetic
quality. As deep CNN [8] is successful on many computer
vision tasks, where features are automatically learned from raw
images, CNN has also been used on aesthetic categorization
for images [9], [10], [11]. Typically, CNN requires a large
number of training samples to alleviate overfitting. A recently
published large-scale dataset called the large-scale aesthetic
visual analysis (AVA) dataset [12] makes it feasible to train a
CNN based aesthetic classifier. The task of blind image quality
assessment (BIQA) is closely related to the task of aesthetic
categorization, and BIQA methods (such as [13], [14]) do
not need many training samples, these BIQA methods usually
focus high-quality image regions rather than object regions.
Thus, these BIQA methods are usually not appropriate for the
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task of image cropping.
Image cropping is a key step to generate aesthetically pleasing images. A distinction between a professional photographer
and an amateur heavily relies on whether one can remove
distracting contents and highlight desired subjects to enhance
the visual aesthetic of an image. Some composition rules for
obtaining aesthetically pleasing photographs, such as the rules
of thirds (i.e., an approximation of the Golden Ratio) and
the rules of odds have been developed. Inspired by these
composition rules, several image cropping methods, which are
usually based on handcrafted features, have been proposed.
Representative works are [15], [4]. However, the composition
rules may be different for various styles of images. For
example, portrait photographers often highlight a person while
landscape photographers focus more on the interaction among
the elements of an image. In Gestalt psychology [16], the
concept of goodness of configuration shows that the elements
in an image are not isolated. People prefer to choose patterns,
which have properties such as symmetry, simplicity, etc.
Therefore, image cropping for visual aesthetic enhancement
is a complicated and high-level cognition process.
In this paper, we develop a machine learning method to
automatically crop images to produce the cropped images
that are aesthetically pleasing. Specifically, a two-step learning
approach is proposed to solve the automatic cropping problem
with a small number of training samples that contain cropping
information. First, a CNN classifier is trained using a large
collection of visual aesthetic datasets. The CNN features
are then extracted based on the trained classifier. Using the
CNN features as the input, a cascaded cropping regression
(CCR) method, which combines a set of weak random-ferns
regressors [17] as a primitive regressor, is proposed to fit
the image cropping information annotated by professional
photographers. A key motivation of this two-step learning
approach is that the amount of image cropping data is limited
and directly fitting a cropping model using deep CNNs may
easily lead to overfitting. Bounding-box labels are very limited
and expensive, especially in the case where bounding-box
labels are annotated by professionals. However, a large number
of weakly labeled images, which have image-level aesthetic
labels, are available from the internet. Therefore, this work
presents a two-step learning approach to respectively learn a
CNN feature extractor and a set of regressors for the task
of image cropping. The advantages of the proposed two-step
learning approach are as follows. First, the proposed approach
leverages a large number of aesthetic image data, and thus can
effectively learn image features. Second, the proposed CCR
method is effective in selecting features and learning cropping
information in a cascaded manner. At each stage of regression,
CNN features are extracted from the cropping region obtained
at the previous stage. The final cropping result is obtained after
several stages of regression. The primitive regressor employed
in the CCR method is an ensemble of random-ferns regressors
selected by using the gradient boosting algorithm [18]. Each
primitive regressor indirectly selects features from the CNN
features by aggregating the features selected by the set of
random-ferns regressors. In contrast to conventional cascaded
methods, which directly use one random-ferns regressor as
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the primitive regressor, the CCR method converges quickly
in a few stages, significantly reducing the computational
complexity.
To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to
present a cascaded regression method with the CNN features
for the task of automatic image cropping. We improve the
convergence speed of the cascaded regression method based
on random-ferns regressors, which makes the proposed image
cropping method quite efficient. In addition, we propose a twostep learning strategy for limited labelled cropping data. The
proposed image cropping method is effective and significantly
outperforms several state-of-the-art image cropping methods.
Fig. 1 illustrates the proposed image cropping method for visual aesthetic enhancement. The proposed method can imitate
the manipulations of expert photographers to remove distracted
regions (such as watermarks, non-subject regions, etc.) and
highlight a subject in an image.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Existing image cropping methods can be roughly divided into three categories. Methods of the first category are
attention-based, and output a cropping bounding box around
an informative object. The informative object can be a salient
object obtained by different saliency detection methods (such
as [19], [20]). For example, Marchesotti et al. [21] propose a framework for visual saliency detection where one
or more thumbnails are extracted from the obtained saliency maps. Thumbnails are usually salient foreground regions
while non-informative pixels become part of the background.
Fang et al. [22] also utilize a spatial pyramid of saliency maps
as a composition feature to force a cropped image to contain
a salient object. In addition, faces or other regions of interest
are often used as informative regions for image cropping [23],
[24], [25].
Methods of the second category rely on the aesthetic
evaluation of cropping results. Machine learning methods
are often used to identify the aesthetic of cropped images.
Moreover, these methods also consider the spatial distribution
of elements in an image to obtain an optimized arrangement of
the image elements. Representative works are [26], [15], [27].
However, aesthetic based methods are sensitive to evaluating
the attractiveness of a cropped image, and therefore these
methods focus on what remains in the cropped image. To
overcome the above problem, Yan et al. [4], [28] propose
an image cropping method belonging to the third category of
image cropping methods, namely an experience-based method.
In their method, they construct several cropping datasets,
which are annotated by three professional photographers,
for image cropping. Various handcrafted features are then
extracted for regressing the cropping values annotated by the
professional photographers. This method emphasizes professionals’ experience or the change caused by the manipulations
of image cropping. A drawback is that handcrafted features are
often limited and may lack useful information for high-level
computer vision tasks.
Inspired by the success of deep CNNs on various vision
tasks, in this paper we propose to learn the CNN features for
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Fig. 2: The framework of the proposed CCR method. The dashed box denotes the procedure where T stages of regression are
performed for obtaining the final cropping result. (a) An input image (i.e., the initial cropping region). (b) The cropping-indexed
CNN features. (c) The proposed primitive regressor used to predict the values of the cropping region increment based on the
features obtained in (b). (d) Updating the cropping region. (e) The final cropping result.

automatic image cropping. To alleviate overfitting, the CNN
model is trained on a combination of the large-scale AVA
dataset and the CHUKPQ dataset. The learned model is then
applied to several cropping datasets for extracting the CNN
features. With the extracted CNN features, we propose the
CCR (cascaded cropping regression) method to fit the cropping
information annotated by professional photographers.
III. T HE P ROPOSED CCR M ETHOD
This section provides the details of the proposed CCR
method for visual aesthetic enhancement. Fig. 2 shows the
framework of the proposed CCR method. The size of the
initial cropping region C 0 is set to be the same as that of
the original image I. The CNN features are extracted from
the cropping region C 0 by using a pre-trained CNN model
(the training details of the CNN model will be presented
in subsection III-A). Then a primitive regressor is used to
estimate an improved cropping region using the CNN features
at each stage. The final cropping result is obtained after T
stages of regression.
A cropping region C = [x̂1 , ŷ1 , x̂2 , ŷ2 ]T consists of the
coordinates of the top-left and bottom-right corners of a
rectangle region. Given an original image I, the goal of image
cropping is to estimate a cropping region C that is as close as
possible to the ground-truth cropping region Ĉ provided by a
professional photographer. The above problem can be modeled
as the least-squares regression problem as follows:
C̄ = argmin kC − Ĉk2 .

(1)

C

This least-squares regression problem1 is solved by the proposed CCR method. Before describing the proposed CCR
method in detail, we propose a CNN feature extraction strategy
in the next subsection.
A. Training an Aesthetic Classifier with CNN for Feature
Extraction
Although some handcrafted features (such as exclusion
and compositional features in [4], [28]) for image cropping
have been proposed, these features fail to cover all possible
1 The least-squares loss function shown in Eq. (1) can be improved by using
the other loss functions (such as [29] and [30]).

situations for image cropping. Moreover, visual aesthetic assessment is subjective. Therefore, instead of designing some
handcrafted features, the proposed method directly learns
features from large-scale visual aesthetic datasets based on
the deep convolutional neural network (CNN). The AVA
dataset [12] and the CUHKPQ dataset [31] are two annotated
large-scale visual aesthetic datasets, where most images are
from the photography website of Dpchallenge2 . The images
of the two datasets received a number of votes or aesthetic
judgements from the members of the photography community.
As high-quality visual pleasing images usually have a clear
topic and an impressive composition, the features learned
from these images are relatively more useful for enhancing
visual aesthetic during the image cropping process. Note that
a cropping regressor cannot be directly trained using CNN on
these two datasets due to the lack of cropping annotation.
We design a deep CNN structure (as shown in Fig. 3) to
extract valid features for image cropping. The first convolutional layer is used to filter input images with 32 kernels of size
5 × 5 × 3 and it outputs 32 feature maps, which have the same
size as each of the input images. Each convolutional layer
also outputs 32 feature maps. Each convolutional layer is then
activated by a rectified linear unit (ReLU) [32] and followed by
a max-pooling layer in the first four layers. The max-pooling
layer partitions the feature maps from the previous layer into
a set of 2 × 2 non-overlapping neighborhoods, and outputs the
maximum value for each neighborhood. The last layer is the
spatial pyramid pooling layer (SPP) [33], which partitions each
input feature map into divisions from a fine level to a coarse
level and aggregates the local features in each division. Using
the SPP layer can alleviate the problem that resizing a visually
pleasing image may potentially damage its aesthetic. In total,
five convolutional layers, four max-pooling layers and one SPP
layer are used in the designed network structure (as shown in
Fig. 3). The CNN model corresponding to this structure is
trained on the combined AVA and CUHKPQ datasets.
Training datasets. The aesthetic classifier is trained using
the combined AVA and CUHKPQ dataset. The AVA dataset
contains more than 250,000 images collected from the Dpchallenge website. Each image has about 210 aesthetic ratings
ranging from 1 to 10. We divide these images into two
categories (i.e., low-quality images and high-quality images)
2 http://www.dpchallenge.com
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Fig. 3: The proposed deep CNN structure, which is trained using the combined AVA and CHUKPQ datasets, is used to extract
the CNN features.

for training a two-class CNN model. Following the same
strategy used in [12], [9], a parameter δ is used to discard
ambiguous images from the training set. The images with
average scores smaller than 5−δ are referred to as low-quality
images. The images with average scores larger than or equal
to 5 + δ are considered as high-quality images. The images
with average scores between 5 − δ and 5 + δ are considered
as ambiguous and are thus discarded. In the implementation,
we set the value of δ to be 1. Thus, 49,682 high-quality
images and 7,983 low-quality images are selected from the
AVA dataset. The CHUKPQ dataset contains about 30,000
images, which are collected from a variety of photography
websites. Each image in this dataset has been labelled as
either low or high quality. There are totally 10,525 highquality images and 19,167 low-quality images labelled in
the CHUKPQ dataset. The images from the two datasets are
combined according to their categories. In total, 60,207 highquality images and 27,150 low-quality images are collected
from these two datasets. To alleviate the class imbalance
problem, low-quality images are augmented by flipping each
low-quality image horizontally to obtain 54,300 low-quality
images in total. All the obtained images are split into 894
batches, and each batch consists of 128 images.
Training the aesthetic classifier. In this paper, we use the
GPU implementation code of T orch7 [34] to train the CNN
model. 880 batches are used for training and 14 batches are
used for testing. The whole training process takes around one
day on a computer equipped with two GTX-1080 GPUs, and
the trained CNN achieves 75.1% classification accuracy in test.
This result is competitive even compared with that obtained
by the state-of-the-art aesthetic classification method [9]. A
part of the filters in the trained model are shown in Fig. 4.
Most filters in the first convolutional layer are related to color.
Fig. 5 shows the feature maps obtained by the CNN model on
the image shown in the first row of Fig. 1.
The trained CNN model is then applied on each image in the
cropping datasets. The feature maps before the classifier layer
(i.e., the feature maps in the SPP layer in Fig. 3) are obtained
and used for cropping regression. In our implementation, the
SPP layer has three levels, where the feature maps of these
three levels are respectively partitioned into 2 × 2, 3 × 3 and
4×4 divisions. An input image becomes feature maps with the

size of (2×2+3×3+4×4)×32 after 5 layers of pooling. Thus,
the dimension of the obtained features is 928. Let t denote
the index of the stage in the proposed CCR method. In the tth
stage of regression, the CNN features xti are extracted from the
cropped image obtained from the (t − 1)th stage of regression.
We term these CNN features as the cropping-indexed CNN
features. Such features correlate with spatial positions and
also significantly improve the cascaded regression. However,
because the number of training samples for anesthetic image
cropping is often limited, existing regressors (such as CNN and
random-fern regressors) cannot be used directly in this task.
In the following subsection, we propose a novel and effective
regressor to address the problem caused by a limited number
of training data for the task of image cropping.
B. Learning a Primitive Regressor using Gradient Boosting
Algorithm
Inspired by the cascaded regression methods used in the
tasks of pose regression [17] and face alignment [35], a cascaded regressor Rj = (rj1 , · · · , rjT ) is trained to output Cj , where
j (1 ≤ j ≤ 4) denotes the index of a 4-tuple coordinate vector
for a cropping region. For convenience, each regressor rjt is
called as a primitive regressor. T is the number of primitive
regressors used for training. Note that the 4-tuple coordinate
vector consists of the coordinates of the top-left and bottomright corners (i.e., [x̂1 , ŷ1 , x̂2 , ŷ2 ]) of a rectangle region. Based
on an initial cropping region C 0 and the obtained croppingindexed CNN features xt , each primitive regressor rjt outputs
a cropping region increment δCjt (defined as Yj − Cjt−1 ),
where Y is the 4-tuple coordinate vector for the cropping
region annotated by a professional photographer. The estimates
of the cascaded primitive regressors for image cropping are
computed by accumulating the predicted values obtained by
all the primitive regressors and the coordinates of an initial
crop. The above process can be written as:
Cj = Cj0 +

T
X

rjt (xt ).

(2)

t=1

Given N training samples (Ii , Yi )N
i=1 , the primitive regressors
(rjt (xt ))Tt=1 are sequentially learned until the test error stops
decreasing. Each primitive regressor rjt (an abbreviation of
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Fig. 4: The trained filters of the first convolutional layer of the proposed CNN model for image aesthetic classification.
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Fig. 5: The feature maps obtained by the proposed CNN model on the image shown in the first row in Fig. 1 (a). (a)-(b) The
feature maps obtained in the first and second convolutional layers of the CNN model, respectively.
rjt (xt )) is learned by minimizing the following objective
function:
rjt = argmin
rj

N
X

t−1
kYij − (Cij
+ rj (xti ))k2 ,

(3)

i=1

where Yij denotes the jth value in the 4-tuple coordinate
vector of the cropping region annotated by a professional
photographer for the ith image.
The choice of primitive regressors is diverse and it mainly
depends on what the application domain is. For example,
in [36], CNN is chosen as a primitive regressor to regress

the coordinates of facial points. However, CNN is hard to
be applied for the task of image cropping because of limited
labelled cropping data. In the task of pose regression [17],
the random-ferns regressor, which shows better generalization
ability than the tree regressor [37], is proposed as the primitive
regressor. However, the experimental results in Section IV
show that the random-ferns regressor is too weak for the task
of cropping regression. Therefore, in this paper, we propose
to learn the primitive regressor by using a group of randomferns regressors to strengthen its regression ability. The gradient boosting algorithm [18] is employed to implement this.
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Algorithm 1 The Least-Squares Gradient Boosting Algorithm
0
1: Input: Data(xi , yi )N
i=1 ; The number of iterations M ; Initial value g = 0
2: for m = 1, 2, . . . , M do
m−1 (x )
3:
em
// compute the residual error
i
i = yi − g
P
m
4:
(ρm , αm ) = argminα,ρ N
i=1 [ei − ρh(xi ; α)] //select a randomferns regressor hm whose parameter is αm
5:
g m (xi ) = g m−1 (xi )+hm (xi ; αm )
//update the predicted value
6: end for
7: Output: P = (h1 , · · · , hM )

Algorithm 2 The Cascaded Cropping Regression Algorithm
1: Input: Data(Ii , Yi )N
i=1 ; The number of stages T ; Initial cropping region
(Ci0 )N
i=1
2: for t = 1, 2, . . . , T do
3:
xti = f (Cit−1 , Ii )
// compute the cropping-indexed CNN features
4:
for j = 1, 2, . . . , 4 do
t−1
t =Y −C
5:
ỹij
// compute the residual error
ij
ij
t ) as the input by
6:
Learning the primitive regressor rjt with (xti ,ỹij
using Algorithm 1
t = C t−1 + λ r t (xt )
7:
Cij
//update the cropping region
j i
ij
8:
end for
9: end for
10: Output: Rj = (rj1 , · · · , rjT )4j=1

According to the gradient boosting algorithm [18], a nonparametric primitive regressor P can be obtained by using
the least-squares gradient boosting algorithm, which is given
in Algorithm 1.
In Algorithm 1, g m (xi ) denotes the predicted value for the
ith sample in the mth iteration. h(xi ; α) denotes the randomferns regressor and α denotes its parameter. xi denotes the
features for the ith image. P = (h1 , · · · , hM ) is the obtained
primitive regressor, where M is the number of the randomferns regressors and hm is the random-ferns regressors with
αm as its parameter (i.e., hm (xi ; αm )). yi is the given label
value for the ith image and ρm denotes the best gradient
descent step-size. In the implementation of the random-ferns
regressor, dozens of random-ferns regressors h(xi ; α) are
generated uniformly in the mth iteration and the random-ferns
regressor hm (xi ; αm ) with the best performance is chosen.
Thus, the gradient descent step-size ρm is an indicator vector
with each element corresponding to one random-ferns regressor, where the value of an element is one if the corresponding
random-ferns regressor is chosen, and zero otherwise. The
gradient boosting algorithm uses a weak regressor h(xi ; α)
to predict the residual error value em
i between the predicted
value g m−1 (xi ) obtained from the (m − 1)th iteration and the
given label yi . The obtained regressor P is also called as the
master regressor consisting of M random-ferns regressors. For
more details, please refer to [18].
C. Cascaded Cropping Regression
This subsection describes the proposed CCR method in
detail based on a set of random-ferns regressors. A randomferns regressor is derived from a random-ferns classifier,
which is originally proposed for classifying keypoints in [38].
Assume that the number of weak classifiers in a random-ferns
classifier is M , the random-ferns classifier randomly partitions
F -dimensional features into M groups and the size of each
group is S, where S is a small integer. Each weak classifier

Fig. 6: An example of the image cropping dataset provided
by [4], [28]. Three cropping regions are respectively annotated
by three professional photographers for each image in the
dataset. The three cropping regions are respectively shown in
three different colors.

Fig. 7: An example of the image cropping dataset provided
by [22]. Ten cropping regions are respectively annotated by ten
professional photographers for each image in the dataset. The
ten cropping regions are respectively shown in ten different
colors.

takes an S-dimensional feature vector in the S-dimensional
feature space (instead of the original F -dimensional space)
as the input. Thus, the total number of the parameters of
each weak classifier is significantly reduced. The randomferns regressor is proposed in [17] for pose regression. Each
random-ferns regressor also takes an S-dimensional feature
vector as an input and yields a real output value. However, as
mentioned in Section III-B, S-dimensional features are weak
for the task of cropping regression. Thus, we use a group
of random-ferns regressors to learn the primitive regressor
by using the gradient boosting algorithm. Each random-ferns
regressor still randomly takes an S-dimensional feature vector
as an input, but the dimension of the features taken by the
obtained primitive regressor is more than S. Each primitive
regressor indirectly selects features from the F -dimensional
cropping-indexed CNN features by aggregating the features,
which are selected by the group of random-ferns regressors.
Since each random-ferns regressor randomly selects an S-
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dimensional feature vector, some features may be selected
repeatedly. As a result, the total number of features selected
by the primitive regressor may vary. Based on the obtained
primitive regressor, four CCR models are trained to fit the
values of the 4-tuple coordinate vectors corresponding to the
cropping regions annotated by professional photographers,
respectively. The whole procedure of the proposed CCR
method is summarized in Algorithm 2. In order to reduce the
computational complexity, the cropping-indexed CNN features
are extracted in the outside loop and they are kept unchanged
in the inner loop.
In Algorithm 2, in order to alleviate the problem of scale
variations for different images, the coordinate values of the
initial cropping region Ci0 for the ith image are normalized
with the maximum size of images. f (Cit−1 , Ii ) denotes the
procedure of extracting the cropping-indexed CNN features
xti from the cropping region Cit−1 for the ith image Ii at the
t
tth stage. Then the residual error ỹij
, which is the difference
between the jth cropping value of the cropping region obtained
at the (t − 1)th stage and that of the cropping region annotated
t
by a professional photographer, is computed. With (xti ,ỹij
)
as the input, the primitive regressor rjt is learned by using
t
Algorithm 1. Then, the jth value of the cropping region Cij
at the tth stage is updated with the predicted value obtained
from rjt . The whole training process of CCR stops at the T th
stage. After the training process, the obtained CCR model is
used to predict a cropping region in an additive manner (see
Eqn. (2)).
The proof for the convergence of the proposed method
is readily derived from [18], [39], [17]. Let the relative
P error obtained
P by the primitive regressor P be γ =
( i d(r(xi ), yi )/ i d(y, yi )), where y denotes the single
uniform prediction and d(·,·) denotes a distance function. The
convergence of the proposed CCR method requires that γ < 1,
which means that the primitive regressor P predicts a better
result than the single uniform prediction.
Regularization and Shrinkage. To prevent the proposed
CCR method from overfitting, three regularization parameters
are introduced in our case. As shown in [18], a regularization
parameter for the gradient boosting models is the number of
weak learners or regressors (i.e., the number of the randomferns regressors M in CCR). The best value of M can be
estimated by evaluating the performance of the CCR method
on an independent validation set. In addition, controlling
the value of T is equivalent to control the training process
to stop at the T th stage. Thus, T is also a regularization
parameter. The third regularization parameter is the shrinkage
parameter, which often yields superior results to those obtained
by restricting the number of regressors. In Algorithm 2, the
introduction of the parameter λ in line 7 is a straightforward
shrinkage strategy for scaling the update at different stages.
IV. E XPERIMENTS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
image cropping method for visual aesthetic enhancement. The
experiments include two parts. The first part evaluates the
performance of the proposed method with different parameter
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settings. The second part evaluates the proposed method for
image cropping and compares it with several state-of-theart methods on cropping datasets. We use an image dataset,
which contains 950 images collected by Yan et al. [4], [28]
from the CHUKPQ dataset, for evaluation. The image dataset
contains seven classes of images, i.e., animal, architecture,
human, landscape, night, plant and static. A cropped region
is respectively annotated for each image by three professional
photographers, from which three cropping datasets are formed.
Fig. 6 shows an example of cropping regions annotated by the
three professional photographers, where the regions outside of
the bounding boxes are removed. Note that the images in the
CHUKPQ dataset, which are the same as those in the cropping
dataset, are removed in the process of training the aesthetic
classifier.
We note that [22] contributes a new cropping dataset
where each image has ten bounding boxes annotated by
ten professional photographers. However, the ten annotated
bounding boxes only have small overlaps (see Fig. 7 for
an example). It shows that there is little correlation among
the ten professional photographers’ knowledge or preference.
Therefore, the proposed CCR method is not evaluated on that
dataset.
Following the evaluation criteria used in [4], [28], the
Intersection over Union (IoU) metric and the Boundary Displacement Error (BDE) metric are
T adopted. The IoU metric
Wp S Wm
is formulated as IoU = Wp Wm where Wp and Wm
respectively denote a cropping window annotated by a professional photographer and a cropping window generated by an
evaluated method on a test image. The BDE metric measures
the Euclidean distance of the generated cropping boundaries
Bm from those annotated by the photographer Bp , which is
kB −B k2
written as BDE = p 4 m .
A. Influence of the Parameters
After training CNN, the obtained CNN model is applied to
extract cropping-indexed CNN features for training a CCR
model. Several parameters are used for training the CCR
model. In this subsection, we examine how these parameters
affect the performance of the CCR method for image cropping.
Influence of the number of random-ferns regressors.
Fig. 8 (a) shows the IoU curves obtained by the proposed CCR
method with different numbers of random-ferns regressors.
The convergence speed of the proposed CCR method is closely
related to the number of random-ferns regressors. Usually,
using more random-ferns regressors to learn a primitive regressor leads to faster convergence speed in the proposed CCR
method. However, using too many random-ferns regressors to
learn a primitive regressor may lead a CCR model to overfit
a training dataset.
Using different primitive regressors. To compare the
convergence speed between the proposed CCR method and
the cascaded method (i.e., the CPR method in [17]), which
uses a single random-ferns regressor as the primitive regressor,
we apply the CPR method to the task of image cropping and
compare its performance with that obtained by the proposed
CCR method. In the implementation, the pose-indexed features
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Fig. 8: The IoU curves obtained by the proposed method with different hyper-parameter settings. (a) The IoU curves with
different numbers of random-ferns regressors. (b) The comparison of the convergence speed between the proposed CCR method
and the CCR− method. (c) The IoU curves obtained by the proposed method with different initial cropping parameters. (d)
The IoU curves obtained by the proposed method with different pre-trained CNN models.
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Fig. 9: Examples showing that the proposed CCR method can alleviate the problem of boundary cutting. (a)-(f) show the
results obtained by the proposed CCR method on three images at the 1st, 5th, 10th, 15th, 20th and 30th stage, respectively.

in the CPR method are replaced by the cropping-indexed CNN
features. We call this variant of the CPR method as CCR− . The
only difference between the proposed CCR method and the
CCR− method is in that they use different primitive regressors.
As shown in Fig. 8 (b), the convergence speed of the proposed
CCR method is significantly faster than that of the CCR−
method. The proposed method converges in only about 30
stages, indicating that the proposed CCR method only extracts
the cropping-indexed CNN features around 30 times to obtain
the final cropping result. In contrast, the CCR− method only
obtains a small improvement in average IoU values in the
first 30 stages. Thus, the proposed CCR method significantly
improves the convergence speed when it uses multiple randomferns regressors as a primitive regressor.
Using different initial cropping values. The effect of the
coordinates of an initial cropping region on the performance
of the proposed CCR method for image cropping is also
investigated. Each initial cropping region is simply scaled
down to 50% and 25% of its original size without changing its
centroid (i.e., 12 C 0 and 14 C 0 in Fig. 8 (c)), respectively. Then
the experiment is repeated again while the other parameters
are fixed. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 8 (c).
As we can see that although the initial cropping parameters

are different, the final cropping results are almost the same
after several stages of regression. The proposed CCR method
obtains the highest IoU values when the size of the initial
cropping region is set to be the same as that of the original
image. The reason is that the proposed CCR method mainly
focuses on cutting out the regions from the current window,
and more effective features can be selected by the proposed
primitive regressor when the initial cropping region is larger
than the cropping region to be estimated. In contrast, the
proposed CCR method may infer image content outside of
the current cropping box when the initial cropping region
is smaller than the cropping region to be estimated, which
makes the proposed CCR method less effective. In addition,
the coordinates of an initial cropping region significantly
affect the convergence speed of the proposed CCR method.
If the average IoU value at the initial stage is small, then
the proposed CCR method has a fast convergence speed to
increase the average IoU value. The differences in convergence
speeds of the proposed method with different initial cropping
parameters therefore become smaller in the latter stages.
Boundary cutting problem. If the original initial cropping
region is scaled down to 50% or 25% of its original size, then
the cropping boundaries may pass through an object, which
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Fig. 10: The IoU curves obtained by a CNN regressor with
different parameter initialization strategies on the training
and test datasets. (a) The IoU curves obtained by the CNN
regressor whose parameters are randomly initialized. (b) The
IoU curves obtained by the CNN regressor, which copies the
parameters from a pre-trained CNN classifier, on the aesthetic
datasets.

causes an unpleasant visual effect. However, the proposed
method can alleviate this problem after several stages of
regression. As shown in Fig. 9, the boundaries of the tree
are cut in the beginning stage due to the small size of the
original initial cropping region. However, the proposed CCR
method obtains a better cropping region after several stages of
regression. Note that the above cropping region initialization
strategy is very challenging, where the proposed CCR method
tries to regress the bounding box for the image content outside
the cropping region obtained from the previous stage. The
proposed CCR method gradually crops images from inside to
outside to overcome the boundary cutting problem. However,
the above cropping region initialization strategy is not optimal.
As shown in Fig. 8 (c), the proposed CCR method obtains the
highest average IoU values when it crops images from outside
to inside (i.e., the original image is used as the initial cropping
region).
Using different pre-trained CNN models to extract
the cropping-indexed CNN features. To show the effectiveness of the cropping-indexed CNN features extracted by
the CNN model, which is trained on the aesthetic datasets,
we use another pre-trained CNN model (AlexNet [8]) to
extract cropping-indexed CNN features for image cropping
as a comparison. AlexNet is a pre-trained deep CNN model
on the ImageNet dataset [40] for image classification and it
includes 5 convolutional layers and 2 fully-connected layers.
We empirically choose the output from the second fullyconnected layer of AlexNet as the cropping-indexed CNN
features. The second fully-connected layer of AlexNet is the
best-performing layer for image cropping in our experiments.
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 8 (d). We can see
that the average IoU values obtained by the proposed CCR
method using the CNN model pre-trained on the aesthetic
datasets are higher than those obtained by the proposed CCR
method using the AlexNet CNN model. The reason is that the
CNN model pre-trained on the aesthetic datasets can extract
more effective aesthetic features, which are beneficial to visual
aesthetic enhancement.
Using a native CNN regressor with different parameter
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Fig. 11: The IoU curves obtained by the proposed method on
the three image cropping datasets with two different feature
extraction strategies. (a) The IoU curves obtained by the
proposed method with the cropping-indexed CNN features.
(b) The IoU curves obtained by the proposed method with
the mixed CNN features (i.e., the features extracted from the
complete test images and the cropped regions obtained in each
stage).
initialization strategies. To show the effectiveness of the
proposed CCR method, we also report the experimental results
obtained by using a CNN regressor as a comparison. Two
experiments are performed by the native CNN regressor with
two different parameter initialization strategies to directly
regress the 4-tuple coordinate vector. The CNN regressor has
the same structure as that given in Fig. 3 except that the
number of the output nodes in the last layer is 4 instead of 2
in Fig. 3. In the first experiment, the parameters of the CNN
regressor are randomly initialized, while they are initialized
by using the parameters of a CNN classifier pre-trained on the
aesthetic datasets in the second experiment. The experimental
results are shown in Fig. 10. As can be seen, the results
obtained by the CNN regressor in the two experiments are
worse than those obtained by the proposed CCR method (see
Fig. 8). The main reason is that only a limited number of
training samples are used to train the CNN regressor, which
affects the performance of the CNN regressor.
B. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of the
proposed method for image cropping and compare it with
several state-of-the-art methods on the cropping datasets. The
comparison is performed using four state-of-the-art image
cropping methods, which are the representative methods from
three categories of image cropping methods (as discussed in
Section II). The first two methods are the attention-based
method [41] and the aesthetic-based method [26], respectively.
Both methods are extended by Yan et al. [28]. For fairness,
the extension version [28] of the two methods are used to
achieve better results. The third method is the change-based
method [4], which learns the experience from professional
photographers by using hand-crafted features. The improved
version of the change-based method [28] is also used in this
paper. The method in [22] is not evaluated for comparison
since its source code is not available to the public.
For the hyperparameter setting used for training the CCR
model on the cropping dataset [28] annotated by the first
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Fig. 12: Qualitative examples showing the cropped images obtained by the five competing methods. (a) The original Images.
(b) The cropped images annotated by the first professional photographer. (c)-(g) The cropping results obtained by the attentionbased [41], the aesthetic-based [26], the change-based (2013) [4], the change-based (2015) [28], and the proposed methods.
TABLE II: The IoU (and BDE) results obtained by the four competing state-of-the-arts methods and the proposed method for
image cropping. The results obtained by the other four competing methods are from [28].
Methods

Photographer1

Photographer2

Photographer3

Attention-based [41]
Aesthetic-based [26]
Change-based (2013) [4]
Change-based (2015) [28]
The proposed method

0.203
0.396
0.749
0.797
0.850

0.178
0.394
0.729
0.786
0.837

0.199
0.386
0.732
0.772
0.828

(0.254)
(0.178)
(0.067)
(0.053)
(0.032)

TABLE I: The test accuracy obtained by the pre-trained
CNN classifier on the original cropping dataset and the three
cropping datasets cropped by the proposed CCR method.
Datasets
original
Photographer1
Photographer2
Photographer3

Accuracy
0.2512
0.4370
0.4141
0.3815

professional photographer, we set S = 4, M = 20 and
λ = 0.800. The images annotated by the other two professional photographers are used for test. This evaluation strategy is
similar to that used in [4], [28]. As shown in Fig. 11(a), the
IoU values obtained by the proposed method at the 30th stage
on the three cropping datasets are 0.850, 0.837 and 0.828,

(0.200)
(0.178)
(0.072)
(0.057)
(0.033)

(0.259)
(0.183)
(0.072)
(0.059)
(0.035)

respectively. However, we note that the proposed CCR can
also achieve promising results even at the 10th stage, where
the IoU values obtained by the proposed CCR method on the
three datasets are respectively 0.839, 0.834 and 0.823.
To show the effectiveness of the proposed cropping-indexed
CNN features, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
method with the mixed CNN features that are simultaneously
extracted from both a complete test image and the cropped
region for comparison. In each stage, the pre-trained CNN
model is respectively applied on the complete test image and
the cropped region obtained from the previous stage, to extract
the features. The features obtained from both the complete test
image and the cropped region are concatenated as a vector,
which is used as the mixed CNN features. The experimental
results are shown in Fig. 11. As can be seen, the IoU values
obtained by the proposed method with the mixed features at
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the 30th stage on the three cropping datasets are respectively
0.838, 0.834 and 0.823, which are lower than those obtained
by the proposed method with only the cropping-indexed CNN
features. The reason is that the cropping-indexed CNN features
can provide aesthetic discriminative information. Moreover,
the proposed primitive regressor can select the features, which
are beneficial to image cropping for visual aesthetic enhancement. In contrast, the mixed CNN features include many
redundant features, which will lead to high computational
time and the overfitting problem. More specifically, effective
features are hard to be selected from the mixed CNN features
by the proposed primitive regressor because that the length
of the mixed CNN feature vector is higher than that of
the cropping-indexed CNN feature vector. Thus, the mixed
CNN features are less effective than the cropping-indexed
CNN features for cropping region regression. Additionally,
the pre-trained CNN classifier is used to classify the images
from the original cropping dataset and the cropped images
obtained by the proposed CCR method, respectively. The
classify accuracies are shown in Table 1. As can be seen,
the obtained classification accuracies on the cropped images
are higher than those on the original images about 13%-18%,
which shows the effectiveness of the proposed image cropping
method.
The results obtained by the proposed method are compared
with those obtained by the other four competing methods.
Table II lists the comparison results. Some examples of the
cropping regions annotated by the first professional photographer and the cropping regions obtained by the five competing
methods are also shown in Fig. 12. As we can see from
Table II and Fig. 12, the proposed CCR method clearly outperforms the other four competing methods, and the cropping
regions obtained by the proposed CCR method are closer
to those annotated by the professional photographers than
the other competing methods. The change-based method [4]
and its improved version [28] are similar to the proposed
CCR method because they also learn the experience from
professional photographers. However, due to the fact that the
hand-crafted features used in the change-based method and
its improved version are often limited, both methods obtain
worse performance than the proposed method. Among the five
competing methods, the attention-based method [41] obtains
the worst IoU and BDE results on all the three cropping
datasets since it only focuses on the salient objects in an
image while it ignores the aesthetic of a cropped image. The
aesthetic-based method [26] achieves better results than the
attention-based method [41], but it performs worse than the
change-based method. This is because that the aesthetic-based
method focuses more on high-quality local cropping regions,
while it may ignore the object regions in an image. The
proposed method and the change-based methods can overcome
this drawback by learning the knowledge of the professional
photographers. Thus, they can obtain better results than the
aesthetic-based method.
To analyze the failure case of the proposed method, we
also give some failure examples (see Fig. 13) obtained by
the proposed method. Two kinds of images may cause the
failure of the proposed method. The first kind of images are
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TABLE III: The numbers of failure cases (denoted by #Failure) obtained by the proposed CCR method in the cropping
datasets.
Dataset

Photographer1

Photographer2

Photographer3

#Failure

41

60

56

(a)

(b)

Fig. 13: Failure examples obtained by the proposed method.
From top to bottom, each row shows the cropping results annotated by the first professional photographer and the cropping
results obtained by the proposed method, respectively.

those in which the position of an object is close to the image
boundaries. The proposed method may cut off a small part of
the object in an image if the regression results are not accurate
enough. As shown in the first failure example in Fig. 13(a), a
part of the reflection of the bird is removed by the proposed
method. The second kind of images usually have no much
texture in their backgrounds. As shown in the first failure
example in the figure, the background of the example is a
solid color. The proposed method may not work quite well for
the second kind of images. The total numbers of failure cases
obtained by the proposed CCR method on the three cropping
datasets are listed in Table III. As can be seen, the proposed
CCR method only fails on a small percentage of images (4.3%
- 6.3% of the whole test images).
In terms of running time, the total execution time of the
proposed method (implemented in Matlab on a 4 GHz 32GB
RAM PC) on each image is about 1.7 seconds. Most running
time is used to extract the cropping-indexed CNN features.
In contrast, the running time of the improved change-based
method (implemented in C++ on a 2.33 GHz 4GB RAM PC)
is about 11 seconds [28].
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V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel CCR method to perform
automatic image cropping for visual aesthetic enhancement
based on the cropping-indexed CNN features. A two-step
learning strategy is proposed for a limited number of labelled
cropping data. In addition, the proposed CCR method learns
a primitive regressor by using the gradient boosting strategy
on a group of random-ferns regressors at each stage. The
convergence speed of the proposed CCR method is much faster
than that of the cascaded regression method directly using
random-ferns regressors. On the other hand, the performance
of the proposed CCR method for image cropping also benefits
from the cropping-indexed CNN features, which are extracted
by the CNN model trained on large-scale visual aesthetic
datasets. Experimental results show that the proposed method
is quite effective and efficient for image cropping.
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